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Abstract

During the Cassini spacecraft’s flyby of Jupiter (October, 2000–March, 2001), the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrograph (UVIS) prod
extensive dataset consisting of 3349 spectrally dispersed images of the Io plasma torus. Here we present an example of the ra
representative EUV spectra (561–1181 Å) of the torus, obtained on October 1, 2000 and November 14, 2000. For most of the fly
the entire Io torus fit within the UVIS field-of-view, enabling the measurement of the total power radiated from the torus in the
ultraviolet. A typical value for the total power radiated in the wavelength range of 580–1181 Å is 1.7 × 1012 W, with observed variation
of up to 25%. Several brightening events were observed. These events lasted forroughly 20 hours, during which time the emitted pow
increased rapidly by∼ 20% before slowly returning to the pre-event level. Observed variations in the relative intensities of torus
features provide strong evidence for compositional changes in the torus plasma with time. Spatial profiles of the EUV emission
evidence for a sharply peaked “ribbon” feature. The ratio of the brightness of the dusk ansa to the brightness of the dawn ansa is o
be highly variable, with an average value of 1.30. Weak longitudinal variations in the brightness of the torus ansae were observed
level.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The ionization of∼ 1 ton per second of neutral mater
from Io’s atmosphere produces a dense (∼ 2000 cm−3) torus
of electrons, sulfur and oxygen ions, trapped in Jupit
strong magnetic field. While in situ, measurements of
Io plasma torus from the Voyager and Galileo spacec
and remote sensing observations from the ground and
space-based UV telescopes have characterized the de
temperature and composition of the plasma as well as th
sic spatial structure (see review byThomas et al., 2003), the
temporal variability of the torusremains poorly determined

On its way to Saturn, the Cassini spacecraft flew p
Jupiter on the dusk side of the planet with a closest appr
distance of 137RJ which occurred on December 30, 200
The optical design of the Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrogra
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(UVIS) enabled observations of the jovian system from
tober 1, 2000 to March 31, 2001. In this paper we pre
an analysis of the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emissions fr
the Io torus obtained by UVIS during the six-month Jup
flyby. The 3349 spectral images used in this analysis
veal torus variability on time scales ranging from minu
to months.

The UVIS instrument consists of two independent,
coaligned, spectrographs: one optimized for the extrem
traviolet (EUV), covering a wavelength range of 561
1181 Å and the other optimized for the far ultraviolet (FUV
covering a wavelength range of 1140 to 1913 Å(McClintock
et al., 1993; Esposito et al., 1998, 2001). Each spectro
graph is equipped with a CODACON 1024× 64 pixel imag-
ing microchannel plate detector(Lawrence and McClintock
1996). Images are obtained of UV-emitting targets with
spectral resolution of 3 Å FWHM (as measured by the po
spread function) and a spatial resolution of 1 milliradi
The broad spectral range, high spectral resolution (compare
to Voyager), and temporal coverage of UVIS resulted in

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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creation of a unique and rich dataset of the Io plasma t
in the ultraviolet.

In this paper, we show examples of the dataset of th
plasma torus obtained by UVIS. Additionally, we present
temporal variability of the brightness of EUV torus em
sions observed during the flyby period. In an accompan
paper, we present an analysis of observations of the midn
ansa of the Io torus made shortly after closest appro
when UVIS obtained data at highest spatial resolution.

2. UVIS observations

The vast majority of UVIS observations of the Io tor
were obtained while the Cassini spacecraft was orie
such that the spacecraft−Y axis (which points in the nom
inal direction of the UVIS boresight) was pointed towar
Jupiter while the+X axis was pointed at the north eclipt
pole. The long axis of the UVIS entrance slit is parallel to
spacecraftZ axis and was therefore approximately para
to Jupiter’s equator.Figure 1shows the viewing geometr
for the UVIS data taken on October 1, 2000 and Decem
4, 2000. The viewing geometry for these observations is
resentative of the UVIS Io torus dataset.

For the purposes of analyzing the UVIS Io torus obser
tions, the Jupiter flyby period can be subdivided into th
separate phases, based on the location of the Cassini s
craft and the mode of observation during that phase:
inbound staring phase, which lasted from October 1 to
vember 14, 2000; the inbound mosaic phase, which la
from November 15 to December 4, 2000; and the outbo
t

e-

mosaic phase, which lasted from January 22, 2001 to M
31, 2001. In the period between the inbound mosaic ph
and the outbound mosaic phase, the angular size of th
torus exceeded the field-of-view of UVIS, so measuremen
of the total radiated power were not possible.

During the inbound staring phase, the boresight of
instrument was pointed at the center of Jupiter, wher
remained for the entirety of the observation. Spectral
ages of the Io torus were obtained with integration time
1000 seconds. Due to the required spacecraft downlink
and other observations requiringa different spacecraft orien
tation, spectra of the Io plasma torus were not acquired
tinuously during this period. Rather, observations were m
in a cycle lasting 12 jovian rotations (5 days). UVIS obtain
data during rotations 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11; this cycle
repeated nine times. We analyzed a total of 1904 spe
images of the Io torus obtained in this mode. Since data
tained during the inbound staring phase is easier to inte
than data obtained during other phases of the Jupiter fl
much of our initial analysis has focused on this period.

On November 15, 2000, the Cassini spacecraft ent
the inbound mosaic phase of the Jupiter flyby. Prior to
date, the pointing of the spacecraft had remained fixed
Jupiter for the length of a given observation. After this tim
however, the spacecraft pointing was changed in order to e
sure that the Orbiter Remote Sensing instruments woul
able to observe the whole of Jupiter. During this inbou
mosaic phase, the spacecraft pointing moved in a 2× 2
mosaic pattern, centered on Jupiter, followed by a gra
north-to-south scan through the middle of the planet.
motion of the spacecraft makes the interpretation of this dat
lit is
Fig. 1. Viewing geometry for UVIS observations of the Io torus on October 4, 2000 and December 4, 2000. The projection of the UVIS occultation s
shown relative to the locations of the Jupiter and the galilean satellites and their orbits.
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significantly more difficult, as the 1000-second UVIS in
grations were not synchronized with the changes in sp
craft pointing. As a result, data taken during this mode
operation are smeared along the spectral and/or the s
directions. In addition, the motion of the spacecraft oc
sionally caused parts of the torus to drift in and out of
UVIS field-of-view. Therefore, we have limited our analy
sis of the mosaic phase data to those spectral images
contain the entire torus within the instrument field-of-vi
for the entire 1000-second integration period. All spec
images meeting this criterion, (roughly one out of every
UVIS images taken after November 15, 2000) were obta
while the spacecraft was executing a gradual, north-to-sou
scan through the center of Jupiter, resulting in a degradatio
of the spectral resolution of these images. Since there w
no east-west motion during this scan, the spatial resolu
along the length of the slit, i.e., in the radial direction, is u
affected.

The observations made during the outbound mo
phase are very similar to those made during the inbound
saic phase, with the exception that different mosaic patt
were used (2× 2, 2× 1, etc.). The same selection criteri
was used to reduce the data analyzed to only those im
containing the whole torus for the entire integration per
which varied from 250–1000 seconds.

2.1. Data reduction

Proper analysis of the UVIS dataset requires careful b
ground subtraction. In addition to the expected source
background counts from the spacecraft’s radioisotope t
mal generators (RTGs) and the detector electronics, the
is a pinhole light-leak in the EUV channel, that allows L
man alpha radiation from the interplanetary medium (IP
to fall undispersed onto the detector. The FUV channel
no such light leak, and is unaffected by the EUV chan
light leak. The undispersed light falling on the EUV channe
detector creates a spatially non-uniform background pat
known as the “mesa” feature, which varies in intensity
pending on the pointing of the spacecraft. The mesa fea
primarily affects the short wavelength end of the detec
with an intensity that slowly increases with increasing wa
length until around 950 Å (column 630), where it sudde
falls off to nominal background levels. The exact locat
of this drop-off is row-dependent (near column 610 for r
48 and near column 660 for row 16) and is the result of
shadow of the cylindrical shade which surrounds the dete
projected onto the detector surface. The effect of the me
pattern on the quality of the Io torus data can be see
Fig. 2, which shows a raw spectral image of the Io torus
the various background sources.

In order to determine the spatial variation of the m
feature across the EUV detector, a composite backgro
image was created by averaging together 75 660-secon
servations of the IPM. These observations are well-suite
diagnose the nature of the mesa feature since they co
l

t

s

,

-

n

only two bright spectral lines: Lyman-β at 1025 Å and He+
584 Å. Since the intensity of the mesa feature varies with
spacecraft pointing, the composite background image m
be scaled to the level of background present in a given
servation. Inspection of the data reveals that no detec
signal from the Io torus is present at distances greater
10RJ from Jupiter. Therefore, this region provides an est
mate of the intensity of the background level. To impro
the signal-to-noise ratio of the data background, a 5×5 pixel
smoothing filter was passed over the image. The smoo
data image was then divided by the composite backgro
image, after it had been likewise smoothed, to create a
ing image. Each pixel in the scaling image represents
factor by which the corresponding pixel in the compos
background image must be multiplied before it is subtrac
off from the data. For each column of the detector, a line
fit to the two regions of the scaling image lying at a projec
radial distance of greater than 10RJ. For a given column, th
values of the scaling image inside of 10RJ were replaced
with values interpolated from the best-fit line for that c
umn. This produced a scaling image valid for all regions
the detector. The unsmoothed composite background im
was then multiplied by the scaling image before subtrac
it from the unsmoothed data image. This method effectiv
removes the mesa feature from the data and does not
duce any significant residuals.

During the inbound staring phase of observations, i.e.
data obtained before November 15, 2000, only the centra
rows of the detector were read out, necessitating a slig
different method to scale the composite background im
to the data image. For these data, the baseline level of bac
ground, i.e., that due to sources other than the mesa fea
was calculated by averaging together pixels longward o
mesa feature drop-off in a spectral region containing no
nificant emission from the Io torus. This constant value w
subtracted from the data image, and a similar procedure
applied to the composite background image. After remov
the constant basal background value from the two ima
the data image was divided by the composite backgro
image. Pixels in the resulting scaling image lying in wa
length regions containing no significant emissions from
torus were then averaged together to determine a con
background scaling factor. Once the scaling factor has b
determined, the original composite background image,
nus its baseline background value, was multiplied by
constant scaling factor. Finally, the scaled background im
was subtracted from the data image (after the baseline
of background had been subtracted from the data ima
For data to which both methods of background subtrac
could be applied, the differences between the two meth
were minimal.

2.2. Instrument calibration

One of the challenges of working in the far-to-extre
ultraviolet region of the spectrum is obtaining an accu
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Fig. 2. Unprocessed image of the Io torus. This image illustrates the signal-to-noise of the UVIS data and the various background effects. The dusk ana of
the torus is at the top half of the image, and jovian north is to the left. The background level in the “mesa” feature is a factor of∼ 2 higher than the nomina
background. The faint, diamond-shaped pattern present in the mesa feature is caused by the shadow of a wire grid positioned above the detector. Scared
Lyman alpha can also be seen at the long wavelength end (right) of the EUV detector.

Fig. 4. UVIS EUV channel spectral images showing the Io torus in open and edge-on configurations. As inFig. 2, the dusk ansa is up, and jovian nor
is to the left. The central meridian longitude (CML) of the Cassini spacecraft during the observation is given to the left of the spectral images. Trease
signal-to-noise, observations obtained over a 46-hour period beginning on 11-November-2000 03:06 UT with a CML±15◦ of the nominal value were average
together. Cassini was located at 4◦ north latitude during the observations, causing the image taken at CMLλIII = 20◦ to appear near edge-on. Auroral emissio
from Jupiter are visible in the central rows. Shortward of∼ 845 Å, Jupiter becomes absorber. The narrow, vertical features near 600 Å are instrumental a
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detector calibration. For UVIS, this was accomplished w
the use of two calibrated photodiodes, provided by the
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Thes
two photodiodes are the primary standards for the radiom
ric sensitivity calibration of UVIS. Due to laboratory co
straints and the count rates of the photodiodes, it was
possible to use the NIST photodiodes directly measure
UVIS detector effective area. Rather, the NIST photodio
were used to calibrate two secondary standards which
then used to measure the UVIS effective area. Results
the calibration standards were compared to instrumental
 -

sitivities derived from theoretical and laboratory spectra
H2, N2, Ne, and Ar.

A lack of available—and suitably bright—calibratio
sources in the wavelength range of 580 to 925 Å hinde
the absolute calibration of this region of the EUV chann
However,Ajello et al. (1988)present the integrated inte
sities of four narrow features in the spectrum of Ar betwe
576 and 722 Å and a fifth feature centered on 925 Å. The
served intensities of these emissions relative to the featu
925 Å, which was calibrated by the secondary standard, w
used to scale the instrument effective area below 900 Å.
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Fig. 3. Effective area (cm2) of the EUV and FUV channels of UVIS. Th
error bars represent the 1-σ error from the quadrature sum of the erro
from the NIST diode formal error, the transfer of calibration to a seconda
calibration standard, and the measurement precision. Figure from Bill
Clintock (personal communication).

Subsequent calibration work after Cassini flew past e
in 1999 revealed that the original estimate of the EUV de
tor sensitivity (i.e., the lab calibration) was systematica
25% too low. The 1999 post-Earth correction of the la
ratory calibration was used in the analysis of all data p
sented in this paper and can be seen inFig. 3. Between 900
and 730 Å, the instrument effective area rapidly decline
by about a factor of three, which is consistent with p
calibration models of the EUV channel effective area ba
on the reflectivity of the boron carbide coatings of the gra
and the telescope (Bill McClintock, personal communi
tion).

Work on the UVIS calibration is ongoing. Coordinat
observations of the Sun with UVIS and the Solar EU
Experiment (SEE)(Woods et al., 1998)aboard the Ther
mosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics, and D
namics (TIMED) spacecraft were obtained in July an
December 2002. These observations will be used to cr
calibrate the EUV channel, especially in the region be
900 Å, where the shape of the EUV effective area curv
poorly constrained due to paucity of laboratory calibrat
measurements.

3. Results

3.1. UVIS spectral image

Spectrally dispersed images of the Io torus are prese
in Fig. 4.

These images are from the EUV channel of UVIS a
are typical of the quality of data obtained during the Jup
flyby. The data were obtained during 46-hour period be
ning on 11-November-2000 03:06 UT. Individual imag
acquired when the sub-Cassini System III longitude (λIII )
was within ±15◦ of 20◦, 110◦, 200◦, and 290◦, were av-
-

eraged together to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Jo
north is toward the left, while the dusk ansa of the to
is toward the top of the figure. The longitudes of 11◦
and 290◦ show the torus in an edge-on orientation. T
Cassini spacecraft was located at 4◦ north latitude during
these observations, and the centrifugal equator of th
torus is inclined approximately 6◦ to the rotational equa
tor. Therefore, when the Cassini spacecraft is located ne
λIII = 20◦, the opening angle of the torus is approximat
2◦ and the torus appears close to edge-on, while atλIII =
200◦, the opening angle is approximately 10◦, resulting in
a torus that appears somewhat face-on. A movie—cre
by summing the major torus emissions—showing the
tation of the Io torus during this period can be found
http://lasp.colorado.edu/cassini/whats_new/.

Roughly 20 spectral features due to the Io plasma t
can be seen in the EUV channel image. Several of th
features overlap as a result of the latitudinal extent of
Io torus and the spectral resolution of UVIS (3 Å FWHM
as determined by the point-spread function). Emission f
the jovian aurora can be clearly seen in the central ro
longward of 845 Å. At wavelengths below this point, Jupi
becomes an absorber rather than an emitter, and these
appear darkened.

3.2. UVIS EUV spectrum of the Io plasma torus

The spectrum of the dusk ansa of the Io plasma toru
the beginning of the flyby period, as observed by the E
channel of UVIS, is shown inFig. 5.

This spectrum is the average of a single row from e
of 164 individual spectral images, obtained during a
hour period beginning at 08:43 UT October 1, 2000. Cas
was 1160RJ from Jupiter at the time of these observatio
so that single row covers the dusk ansa of the torus f
6.0–7.2RJ in projected radial distance. The features in
spectrum are labeled by the ion species responsible fo
majority of emission in the feature and the central wa
length of the feature. Since the Io torus is clearly not a p
source, the effective resolution of the spectrum is limi
by the angular size of the torus in the latitudinal directi
and, as such, is proportional to the spacecraft’s distance
Jupiter. The highest resolution spectrum of the Io torus
tained by UVIS, which also includes the FUV channel
presented in the accompanying paper(Steffl et al., 2004).

3.3. Dawn/dusk brightness asymmetry

The dawn/dusk brightness asymmetry of the Io to
discovered in Voyager UVS data bySandel and Broadfoo
(1982), has been seen by a variety of observers and
struments in wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet
the infrared(Morgan, 1985; Oliversen et al., 1991; Dess
and Sandel, 1992; Hall et al., 1994a, 1994b; Schne
and Trauger, 1995; Gladstone and Hall, 1998; Herbert
Sandel, 2000; Herbert et al., 2001; Lichtenberg et al., 20.

http://lasp.colorado.edu/cassini/whats_new/
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Fig. 5. Composite EUV (561–1181 Å) spectrum of the Io plasma torus dusk ansa.This spectrum is the average of 164 1000-second integrations obt
during a 67-hour period beginning at 08:43 UT October 1, 2000. Cassini was∼ 1160RJ from Jupiter at the time of these observations, so the spectrum
extracted from 6.0–7.2RJ in projected radial distance. The spectral features are labeled by wavelength and the ion species that makes the dominant c
to the feature.

Table 1
Observed values of the dusk/dawn brightness ratio

Instrument Cassini UVISa Cassini UVISb Voyager 2 UVSc EUVEd

Mean 1.30 1.31 1.22
Std. dev. 0.25 0.24 0.33
Min 0.73 0.66 0.64 1.24
Max 2.29 2.16 2.17 2.3
Percent of time 10% 7% 22% Not observ
Dawn> dusk

a 44 days of observations from Cassini inbound staring phase in 2000 instantaneous ratio of dusk ansa brightness/dawn ansa brightness.
b Dusk ansa brightness/dawn ansa brightness (1/2 rotation later) combined with dusk ansa brightness (1/2 rotation later)/dawn ansa brightness.
c 8 days of observations from Voyager 2 inbound leg in 1979(Sandel and Broadfoot, 1982).
d 2 days of observation in 1993(Hall et al., 1994a), 5 days in 1996(Gladstone and Hall, 1998), and 15 days in 1999(Herbert et al., 2001).
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The dawn/dusk asymmetry is readily seen in the UVIS d
with the dusk ansa being, on average, 1.3 times as b
as the dawn ansa (integrated over the full EUV chan
wavelength range). However, this ratio was observed to
highly variable. During the inbound staring phase (Oc
ber 1–November 14, 2000), this ratio varied from 0.73–2
with a mean value of 1.30 and a standard deviation of 0.

If there are longitudinal variations in the torus, then
instantaneous ratio of dusk ansa brightness to dawn
brightness will be a combination of the effects of the daw
to-dusk electric field and the longitudinal asymmetry. T
relatively short integration time (� 1000 seconds), imagin
capability, and temporal coverage of UVIS, make it pos
ble to directly compare the spectrum of a particular blob
plasma located at the dawn ansa to the spectrum from
same blob of plasma (i.e., at the same longitude) whe
is located at the dusk ansa, slightly less than 5 hours l
Likewise, a spectrum of the dusk ansa can be directly c
pared to the spectrum of the dawn ansa 5 hours later. S
we are observing the same blob of plasma as it rotates
dawn to dusk and back again, this method of obtainin
dusk-to-dawn brightness ratio will be independent of a
longitudinal asymmetries. Perhaps surprisingly, this met
yields results that are virtually identical to those obtained
taking the instantaneous ratio of the two ansa brightnes
Values of the EUV dusk/dawn brightness ratio, as obse
by the Cassini UVIS, Voyager 2 Ultraviolet Spectrogra
(UVS), and the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE), a
presented inTable 1.

Analysis of Voyager UVS data byShemansky and Sand
(1982)determined that the dawn/dusk brightness asymm
was caused by a 10–30% increase in the electron tem
ture on the dusk side of the torus, as opposed to an incr
in plasma density. Observations of the Io torus at the d
and dusk ansae by the Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope (H
indicated an electron temperature difference of∼ 10%(Hall
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Fig. 6. Total UVIS EUV channel (561–1181 Å) spatial profile. The daw
ansa is to the left while the dusk ansa is to the right. The error bars repr
the intrinsic 1-σ variance of the Io torus, i.e., the instantaneous obse
spatial profile lies within the error bars 68% of the time.

et al., 1994a). However, the most recent analysis of EUV
observations of the Io torus determined that the dusk
was actually 2% cooler than the dawn ansa in 1996 and
cooler in 1999(Herbert et al., 2001). The uncertainty in thes
values is 7% for 1996 and 9% for 1999. Preliminary analy
of the UVIS spectra are consistent with an electron tem
ature increase of∼ 15% on the dusk side.

3.4. Radial brightness profiles

Each of the 1904 spectral images obtained during the
bound staring phase of observations were summed alon
spectral dimension to produce a 32 pixel-wide spatial p
file of the torus EUV emissions. During the inbound star
phase, the distance of the Cassini spacecraft to Jupite
creased by almost a factor of two, causing a correspon
factor of two increase in spatial resolution. In order to c
rect for errors caused by the changes in spatial scale ca
by the decreasing jovicentric distance, the individual s
tial profiles were rebinned, using linear interpolation, a
realigned to correct for minor pointing variations. The
sulting profiles were averaged together to produce the ra
profile seen inFig. 6.

The error bars inFig. 6 represent the 1-σ level of the in-
trinsic variability of the torus radial profile, rather than t
statistical uncertainty in the data. The brightness pea
both the dawn and dusk sides of the torus are located
5.8RJ. However, the spatial resolution of UVIS (∼ 0.6RJ)
is insufficient to resolve the small (a few hundredths t
few tenths of anRJ) radial offset between the locations
the brightness peaks of the dawn and dusk ansa that is
dicted by the cross-tail electric field proposed byBarbosa
and Kivelson (1983) and Ip and Goertz (1983)to explain the
dawn/dusk brightness asymmetry. Once scaled to the h
of the dusk side, the shape of the dawn-side radial profi
nearly identical to the dusk side, outside 5.5RJ. Inside of this
t

e

-

d

l

r

-

t

Fig. 7. Spatial profiles of the S III 680Å feature. The thick black line is
the UVIS profile, averaged over 41 days. The connected gray dots a
Voyager 1 UVS profile of(Sandel and Broadfoot, 1982). The thin, smooth
black line is the high-resolution UVS profile of(Dessler and Sandel, 1993.
The histogram is the EUVE profile of(Hall et al., 1994a). All three instru-
ments observe the brightness of the dawn side to fall off more slowly in
of the peak on the dawn side than on the dusk side.

distance, however, the dawn-side profile falls off much m
slowly.

Working independently to explain the increased temp
ture of the dusk ansa, as reported byShemansky and Sand
(1982), Ip and Goertz (1983), and Barbosa and Kivel
(1983) proposed the existence of an electric field exte
ing from dawn to dusk across the jovian magnetosph
Such a field might be created by the anti-sunward flow
plasma down the magnetotail. This electric field would
sult in higher temperatures on the dusk side via adiab
compression of the plasma, and a radial shift in the loca
of the torus by a few tenths of anRJ in the direction of the
dawn ansa. Observations byMorgan (1985), Oliversen et a
(1991), Schneider and Trauger (1995), Dessler and Sa
(1992), and others have confirmed the existence of su
radial offset. Due to the relatively coarse spatial resolu
of UVIS, no radial offset of the torus was detected.

Radial profiles of the S III 680 Å feature were also o
tained by the Voyager 1 UVS(Sandel and Broadfoot, 198
Dessler and Sandel, 1993)and the Extreme Ultraviolet Ex
plorer (EUVE) spacecraft(Hall et al., 1994b). The radial
profile of Sandel and Broadfoot (1982)was obtained from
many observations during the post-encounter period.
profile ofDessler and Sandel (1993)was made from a single
high-spatial-resolution observation that also occurred du
the post-encounter period. The EUVE radial profile ofHall
et al. (1994b)was obtained during a 2 day period beginn
on March 30, 1993. These profiles, along with the UVIS
dial for sub-region lying with±10 Å of 680 Å, are shown
after normalization to the peak of the dusk ansa, inFig. 7.

The general shape of the profile observed by EUVE
fairly similar to the UVIS profile. However, the ratio of th
brightness of the dawn ansa to the brightness of the
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ansa is much higher in the EUVE profile. On the dawn s
of the torus, both UVIS and UVS show a section who
brightness is nearly independent of radial distance.

The minimum energy required to produce a photon
servable by the EUV channel of UVIS is 11 eV. Since
electron temperature of the torus inside 6RJ is significantly
less than this (∼ 5 eV) (Sittler and Strobel, 1987), observa-
tions of this region are particularly susceptible to view
geometry effects caused by the superposition of the wa
outer torus on the cold, inner torus. For this reason, and
cause the peaks in the spatial profile are asymmetrica
believe that the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM), me
sured radially outward from the peak, is a more accu
measure of the intrinsic width of the torus emitting reg
than the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) that has be
reported in previous studies. The outward HWHM of t
dusk ansa of the UVIS spatial profile is 1.3RJ. The outward
HWHM of the UVS dusk ansa, as presented bySandel and
Broadfoot (1982), is 1.0RJ, while the outward HWHM for
EUVE is 1.3RJ—the same as measured by UVIS. The o
ward HWHM for the dawn ansa is 1.4RJ for UVIS, 1.1RJ
for UVS, and 1.5 for EUVE.

Analysis of high spatial resolution Voyager 1 and Vo
ager 2 UVS radial scans byDessler and Sandel (1993) a
Volwerk et al. (1997)suggested that roughly 80–85% of t
EUV emission comes from a narrow “ribbon” feature w
a FWHM of 0.22RJ. Such an extremely narrow peak in t
EUV emitting region of the torus is not consistent with t
observations of UVIS. This result is confirmed by the hig
est spatial resolution observations of the torus obtaine
UVIS on January 14, 2001(Steffl et al., 2004).

3.5. Temporal variations

One of the greatest strengths of the UVIS dataset is
observations of the Io torus in the EUV were made regul
over a period of six months by the same instrument. T
allows us to separate phenomena that are intrinsically t
variable from those that vary with either local time (i.e., t
dawn/dusk asymmetry) or System III longitude.

3.5.1. EUV radiated power
Measurements of the torus luminosity provide import

constraints on the energy available to the torus. For t
cal conditions (i.e., the densities and temperatures foun
Bagenal (1994), Oliversen et al. (2001), Steffl et al. (200)
observed in the Io torus, the CHIANTI atomic physics da
base(Dere et al., 1997; Young et al., 2003)predicts that
roughly 60% of the total power radiated by the torus is em
ted in the wavelength region covered by the EUV channe
UVIS. The first measurements of the torus EUV luminos
were made by the Voyager 1 UVS. Based on these mea
ments,Shemansky (1980)estimated a total torus luminosi
of 2.5–3.5 TW. The Voyager 2 UVS measured a total
minosity approximately twice as large(Shemansky, 1987).
After the Voyager flybys in 1979, no further measureme
-

Fig. 8. Total torus EUV luminosity during the UVIS observation period. T
vertical spread of the data points before November 14, 2000 is due t
intrinsic variability of the torus. After this date, the spread is a combina
of intrinsic variability and uncertainty introduced by the “mosaic” mode
UVIS operation. The observation gap in the middle of the plot is a resu
angular size of the torus exceeding the UVIS occultation slit field of vie

of the EUV luminosity were made until 1993, when t
EUVE spacecraft made its first observations of the Io to
EUVE covered a wavelength range of 370 to 735 Å, a
the observed torus luminosity in this wavelength range
∼ 0.4 TW (Hall et al., 1994b). Subsequent observations
the torus by EUVE measured the power output at 0.
0.30 TW in 1994(Hall et al., 1994b), and 0.375 and
0.245 TW in 1996 and 1999, respectively(Herbert et al.,
2001). Hall et al. (1994b)estimated that 8–27% of the pow
emitted by the torus was observed by EUVE, implying t
the total luminosity during the EUVE observation peri
was roughly 1–5 TW and consistent with measurement
Voyager.

The torus EUV luminosity, as observed by UVIS,
shown inFig. 8.

At the beginning of the UVIS observation period, the
tal radiated power was approximately 2.0 TW. The long-te
trend in the first half of the data is of decreasing power ou
with time, although there are several short-term events
ing which the radiated power temporarily increases. The
tal torus EUV luminosity falls to 1.4 TW by mid-Novemb
2000, a decrease of more than 25% in 35 days. The incr
in the scatter of the data points after November 14, 200
the result of the switch to the “mosaic” mode of data c
lection, and the subsequent degradation of the quality o
data. Before this date, however, the scatter in the obse
luminosity is indicative of the intrinsic short-term variatio
(sometimes referred to as “twinkling”) of the torus. Betwe
consecutive 1000-second integrations, the torus EUV po
output is observed to vary by±6%. This variation is an or
der of magnitude greater than the statistical uncertaint
the data.

The trend of decreasing luminosity with time continu
until the beginning of the observation gap. This gap, exte
ing from December 4, 2000 to January 27, 2001, results f
the fact that during this period, the angular size of the to
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Fig. 9. Total torus EUV luminosity versus time for the Day 280 event.
total torus luminosity increases sharply around DOY 280.6. The decay
to “normal” torus levels is less rapid. The observed scatter in the data p
greatly exceeds the statistical noise in the data and is intrinsic to the
(i.e., twinkling).

as seen from Cassini, is greater than the angle subtend
the widest UVIS entrance slit, thus preventing UVIS fro
observing the whole torus simultaneously. Observation
the torus were made during this period; however, these
servations were designed to take advantage of the Ca
spacecraft’s relative proximity to Jupiter to obtain high
spatial resolution images and are therefore not well-su
for determining the luminosity of the torus as a whole.

3.5.2. EUV luminosity events
Superimposed on the long-term trends and the short-

“twinkling,” are several events where the torus luminos
increases significantly on timescales of a few hours.
most intense event occurred on October 6, 2000 (DOY 2
This event is shown inFig. 9.

During this event, the torus EUV luminosity increas
from 1.8 to 2.2 TW in just 5 hours—an increase of 22
The torus luminosity continued to increase until the end
the UVIS observation cycle. Since the observations en
before the luminosity reached a clear maximum, it is p
sible that the increase was even greater. When the U
observations resume, eleven hours later, the power o
is observed to be steadily returning to its original value
∼ 1.8 TW. From start to finish, this event lasted roug
20 hours, or two jovian rotations. This event appears to h
been immediately preceded by a smaller luminosity ev
whose peak intensity was also not observed.

At least five similar luminosity events were observ
throughout the UVIS dataset, although none are quit
dramatic as the event on October 6, 2000. One problem
sociated with interpreting these events is that the duty c
of UVIS observations—9 hours of data collection follow
by a break of 11 hours—is comparable to the times
of these brightening events. The best-sampled brighte
event occurred on 2-November-2000 (DOY 307). For
event, which is shown inFig. 10, the radiated power begin
y

i

t

-

Fig. 10. Total torus EUV luminosity versus time for the Day 307 even

at an initial level of 1.62 TW. The morphology of this eve
is as follows: a potential minorbrightening and decay bac
to the initial levels lasting∼ 10 hours followed by a large
brightening that peaked and was still decaying at the en
the observation period. During the main event, the lumin
ity steadily increases to peak value of 1.84 TW in 10.8 ho
After reaching this peak value,the radiated power decay
continuously for 4.4 hours, when the observation seque
ends. When observations resume 12 hours later, the
has returned to its pre-event level. It appears that in a
these events, the decay back to the pre-event level of
ated power occurs more slowly than the increase from
pre-event level to the peak value.

Interestingly, four of the six torus events observed are
ceded by a sudden brightening of the jovian aurora rou
10–20 hours prior to the onset of torus brightening(Pryor
et al., 2001; Steffl et al., 2002). However, given the time
sampling of UVIS observations and the small number of
served events, it is difficult to make a definitive statem
about the correlation of torus and auroral brightenings. A
yet, no mechanism is obvious that could correlate the bri
ness of the Io torus and the jovian aurora on such relati
short timescales.

3.5.3. Luminosity of individual spectral features
The spectral resolution of UVIS enables us to determ

the contribution to the total emitted power from indivi
ual spectral features.Figure 11 shows the luminosity o
the brightest spectral feature for each of the four major
species present in the torus.

For clarity, the running 4-hour average of emitted pow
has been plotted, rather than the instantaneous power.
has the effect of smoothing out the short-term “twinklin
while preserving the longer-term trends. The S III line
680 Å is by far the most energetic feature in the EUV sp
trum of the torus. This single feature, composed of som
individual spectral transitions, is responsible for fully 20
of the total EUV radiated power.

Significant changes in the EUV spectrum of the torus
observed during the Jupiter flyby. At the start of the UV
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Fig. 11. Total power radiated in four spectral features. The thick line is the power emitted in the S IV 748 Å feature. The data have been average
jovian rotation period. Changes in the S II 765 Å to S IV 748 Å ratio are evidence of compositional changes in the Io torus.
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observation period∼ 0.10 TW of power are radiated in th
S II 765 Å line, while∼ 0.06 TW are radiated in the S IV
748 Å line. After a brief jump, associated with the brigh
ening event of October 6, 2000, the intensity of the S
line steadily decreases untilit reaches a value of 0.04 TW
around day 323 (November 18, 2000), where it remains
til the data gap. The S IV line, on the other hand, begins n
0.06 TW—fainter than the S IIline. However, whereas th
intensity of the S II line decreases with time, the intensity
the S IV line initially increases with time, reaching a ma
mum value of 0.10 TW on day 323. After this point, it fad
gradually to a value of 0.07 TW at the beginning of the d
gap. When the whole-torus observations resume after clo
approach, the behavior of the S II and S IV lines has set
down. The S II line intensity remains near 0.05 TW un
shortly after day 60 of year 2001, after which it decrease
0.04 TW. During this time, the S IV line exhibits variatio
about 0.07 TW, but shows no similar decrease after da
of year 2001. These trends are confirmed in the intens
of other observed spectral features resulting from S II
S IV emission. Spectra from the dusk half of the torus fr
the beginning and end of the inbound staring phase are
sented inFig. 12.

The observed changes in the torus EUV spectrum stro
suggest that significant compositional changes occurred du
ing the UVIS observing period. For example, the ratio of S
765 Å to S IV 748 Å decreased by more than a factor of th
from October 1–November 14, 2000. Since spectral feat
primarily result from transitions to the ground state and
close to each other in wavelength their ratio is relatively
sensitive to changes in the electron temperature in the to
i.e., if the composition of the torus remained constant,
electron temperature would have to increase by more
t

-

,

Fig. 12. EUV spectra from the dusk ansa of the torus on October 1
November 14, 2000. Since the effective spectral resolution is determine
the angular size of the torus, the resolution decreases as Cassini approac
Jupiter. Note the dramatic change in the S II 765 Å to S IV 748 Å ratio.

two orders of magnitude to account for the factor of th
decrease in the brightness ratio. Such a temperature inc
is clearly not physical, so the change in the brightness r
must be caused by changes in the S II and S IV ion dens
in the torus.

There are over 400 individual radiative transitions fro
the major ion species present in the torus that lie in
wavelength region covered by the EUV channel of UV
according to the CHIANTI atomic physics database. W
the spectral resolution of UVIS almost all of the observ
spectral features are blends of several individual radia
transitions. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a deta
model of the torus emissions in order to extract the elec
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Fig. 13. Relative EUV luminosity of the torus ansae versus System III longitude. Both dawn and dusk ansae are included in this plot. The thick line i
average of all data points in 10◦ longitude bins.
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temperature and ion mixing ratios from the UVIS data. S
a model, based on the CHIANTI atomic physics datab
has been developed and is described inSteffl et al. (2004).
Applying this model to the full UVIS dataset will be the f
cus of future work.

3.6. System III variations

Nearly all temporally extended observations of the
plasma torus have looked for acorrelation between toru
brightness and System III longitude. Some of the most
matic System III variations were reported bySchneider and
Trauger (1995), who observed the intensity of the [S I
6731 Å feature over six nights in 1992. They reported t
the longitudes 150◦ < λIII < 210◦ were consistently 3–
times as bright as longitudes 0◦ < λIII < 70◦. Other ob-
servers have either not detected any consistent variation
System III longitude or reported variations with lower amp
tudes(Sandel and Broadfoot, 1982; Morgan, 1985; Brow
1995; Woodward et al., 1997; Herbert and Sandel, 20
Lichtenberg, 2001, and references therein). Initial exami-
nation of the Cassini UVIS Io torus dataset yields a sm
(∼ 5%) variation in the ansa brightness with System III lo
gitude, over the 44 days of the UVIS inbound staring ph
This variation is shown inFig. 13.

To correct for the dawn/dusk brightness asymmetry
long-term variations in torus luminosity, each individua
measurement of the ansa luminosity has been divided b
ansa luminosity averaged over a 9.925-hour period, cen
on the measurement time. In contrast to preciously obse
System III variations, the peak in ansa brightness occurs
λIII = 110◦. It should be noted that the scatter in the dat
r

considerably larger than the amplitude of the variation,
therefore, the physical significance of the variation is un
tain.

4. Conclusions

The broad spectral range and high spectral resolution o
UVIS combined with roughly six months of observatio
made during the Cassini Jupiter flyby resulted in a rich
unique dataset of EUV emissions from the Io plasma to
In this paper we have presented initial results from the an
sis of this dataset. Our main conclusions are:

(1) The total power emitted by the torus in the EUV
gion of the spectrum (561–1182 Å) is highly va
able. Variations of 5% were observed on timescale
∼ 15 minutes, and longterm variations of 25% were
served on timescales of∼ 40 days. Intermediate-leng
events, lasting roughly 20 hours from start to fini
change the total torus EUV luminosity by∼ 20%.

(2) The composition of the torus changes on timescale
a few tens of days. The observed factor of 3 varia
in the ratio of S II 765 Å/S IV 748 Å is too great to b
explained solely by a changein electron temperature.

(3) The dawn/dusk brightness asymmetry of the torus a
is highly variable. Observed values of the dusk a
brightness divided by the dawn ansa brightness ra
from 0.74–2.29, with a mean value of 1.32 and a s
dard deviation of 0.25.

(4) The profile of the brightness of the S III 680 Å featu
versus distance from Jupiter has a half-width at h
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maximum, as measured radially outward from the pe
of 1.3RJ. This width is comparable to that measured b
Voyager UVS and EUVE. We find no evidence for
extremely narrow ribbon feature, such as that descr
by Dessler and Sandel (1993).

(5) The EUV power emitted by the torus ansae over a 44
period was observed to vary with System III longitu
at the 5% level, with a peak occurring nearλIII = 110◦.
However, given the large scatter in the data points,
physical significance of this variation is uncertain.

The UVIS Io plasma torus dataset holds substantial sc
tific potential. Future work will include modeling the EU
emissions to derive parameters such as electron temper
and ion mixing ratios as a function of time, local time (i.
dawn vs. dusk), and System III longitude. These parame
will provide important constraints for torus chemistry mo
els, such as that presented byDelamere and Bagenal (2003,
used to determine the plasma conditions underlying the E
emissions.
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